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About this book

  Hi. This is my first book. I will explain a 
little bit about it to see if I can begin to 
lace it up somehow. 

   It will start off with a section titled 
‘’Humanities Notes’’ which are excerpts 
of my actual notes from my Humanities 
class that I noticed had a vague poetic 
format and were the first thing that I 
started messing around with for this 
book, just for fun. They ended up 
working for me.

  Next is a section titled ‘’Short poems’’ 
that come directly from my silly poetry 
notebook that I kept around the ages of 
14-15. All the short poems included 
were written at that time. I am now 18, 
for the record.

   The ones included in the ‘’Stream of 
Consciousness’’ section are also from 
the same old notebook, except for the 
last two which are recent.



  The ‘’Violin Haiku’’ were all written in 
the past few weeks before making this 
book and were inspired after having to 
write Haiku for my Literature in Digital 
Media class. Actually, all except the first 
one were written a few days ago within 
10 minutes just because I wanted to 
include a violin haiku section here. 

  The ‘’Miscellaneous’’ section was 
partly titled that way for lack of a better 
title, but mostly because I really like that 
word.

   Now, this is my first book so no 
picking on me (unless you want to, it’s 
cool). Keep in mind that most of the 
content in this book was written by a 
young teen, and the rest of it was 
written by a young teen recently turned 
college student. Also keep in mind that I 
like to joke around and probably 98% of 
all this has hidden (or unhidden) 
satirical meaning. I can explain my 
poems to a certain point, but I do tend 
to prefer things that are open to 
interpretation anyhow, so go at it. All 
the images/illustrations are original. 



Even the epigraph is original. How silly 
is that. That’s not even an epigraph. 

   In fact, have a pre-epigraph before 
you go over to the other epigraph that 
was humbly written by me for me (heh).

  Hopefully this will also explain the title 
while I’m at it.

 ‘Let me take you down
‘Cause I'm going to Strawberry Fields
Nothing is real
And nothing to get hung about
Strawberry Fields forever’
   ~ The Beatles 

  





(Now on to the other epigraph.)





         

   Epiphany
     What a day 
     When I realised  
     I understood 
     The misunderstood 



  Introduction

Inspiration is a gift 
But I am not in the present
Art is mostly just thrift 
Made in ways that are pleasant
And what words can I write
To make you think me a saint
What images are right
So I won’t hear a complaint 
What sounds may I compose
For you to listen to and sigh 
So you’ll stop being morose
And perceive beauty without eye
What character may I be
With various expressions
To show my personality
And lift me of oppressions
You have read until here
But know not of what transpires 
In my mind which is so dear
And needs to be inspired to inspire 



 



Humanities
Notes



                                
                               Jan/15/2014       
  
                           ‘’Culture.’’

                   Ideal societies
               What is an ideal society? 
                 Define by your own notion
                 What to do about that 
problem

              Jan/17/2014
                
            Government
     The Problem with unity
Too many people making decisions
Independence vs dependence 
Freedom?

Jan/22/2014

       Society
Independence 
Freedom
‘’I’m not free. Duh.’’
Federalism



                         

                       Jan/31/2014

             Shame      

  Is this a good motivator? 

High-spirited woman (Bitch) 
Promiscuous 
Lustful
Rebellious
Independent

Marriage  ≠  Love

Double standards
Bros before hoes
Commodity
Is love greater than vows? 
Behaviour vs Morality



                 Feb/5/2014

She’s lifted up 
Slightly sad 
‘’Anticipation’’ of Jesus
Political statement
Swiss flag
Mercenary and monk
Castle – defence 
State meets military and church
Delicate, feminine, pretty, modest
Physical beauty as evidence of 
metaphysical              

Madonna in the meadow
Thin halos
Pastoral scene
Beautiful scene
Greek and roman features
Unhooded 
Put into setting where she doesn’t 
belong 
Red and blue reverses 
Idealized setting 
Slightly secularized
Fully classical
A little pagan



                                                                     
                  Feb/10/2014
    

     - Humanist
     - Humanity 
       Bible                                 Man
       Encyclicals 
       Tradition                          Reason

Angels and other creatures have a 
predefined nature; they’re restricted 
What is freewill? 
What are you willing to compromise? 
The illusion of a conscious choice 
Becoming aware of a choice that your 
brain has already made

Apple juice vs orange juice

Every decision you make is your 
responsibility, without taking influence 
into consideration
In you, there is every possibility

Apple juice vs orange juice



                     

                          Feb/12/2014

  Freewill is when we consciously and 
with reason make choices with morality. 
This leads you to becoming either a 
beast, mediocre, or superior. Freewill 
complicates the moral aspect of our 
society. If you don’t have freewill for 
your actions, how is it immoral? Where 
does morality end and mechanism 
begin? 
   People who are seen as 
“superheroes” that just make things 
happen (ex: Leonardo Da Vinci)… It’s 
not seen as genetics. Is someone really 
a genius or do they have a mental 
disorder? Is it freewill? 
  Genius vs biological mechanism

              



             

            Feb/14/2014

Educated classical humanist
Pragmatic, opportunistic 
‘’I want to go to Florence. How do I get 
to Florence? Become friends with the 
people who rule it.’’
Lying is good if it helps you
Everything is unstable
If you are a ruler, the most important 
thing is to keep being a ruler 
Subtly and indirectly trying to convince
Virtu vs Fortuna 

You are determined by your faith.
 
         Machiavelli 

                   

              



                     Feb/18/2014

Love vs fear 

It is far safer to be feared than love

Love + fear = respect? 

Can you be loved and feared at the 
same time? 

You are all a bunch of selfish actors 
who only think of their own self interest

‘’Love is selfless’’? Bullshit

Why is fear so effective? 

Fear appeals to self-interest
Fear never fails because it appeals to 
who we are, which is selfish 

Love is not effective -> use fear -> but 
don’t take property -> don’t make them 
hate you

‘’Let’s all drink a Coke together and talk 
about world peace.’’



            Feb/24/2014 

Dawn, dusk, day, and night
Symbolise the passing of time 

Pretensions of immortality 

                    

  The stone said to Michaelangelo,

 ‘’I want to be David’’      

                             Feb/28/2014

There are no equals 
Tore them to pieces
terror tactics 
Representation of Jesus and the twelve 
apostles
Roasted people alive 

Why weren’t they recognising the evil?

Cultures want to be seen as victims 

Reformation
More utopia 



                 

                     Mar/3/2014

Indulgence is a sort of balancing act
Buying years out of purgatory

Work

Someone deposits a prayer, others 
make a withdrawal 

Salvation

       |
      V

Commodity 

Predestination



                  Mar/14/2014

      Rhetorical 

Logic               Irony 

                      Mar/19/2014

  Lifeless eyes 
  Jaw hanging open 
  Details 
  Tenebrism
  Tense muscles 
  Feelings frozen
  Murderer on cornea 
  Anger on the brow
  I am a humble giant 

Art is feeding your narcissism
Let’s feed it  



     



 Short
Poems



               Unfair 
             
 And all the things that could be said 
All the justice you could voice
The one who loves and cares the most
Remains the second choice 

   Love/Hate Relationship 

When the one who hates love 
is the one who loves hate
Then the one who creates destruction
is the one who destructs to create 

            Conformity     

I can’t wear red and black
So I wear black and red
I can’t cut off my mind
So I just cut off my head 

                  Truth            

Maybe heaven is just in your head
Maybe paradise I just a big bed
For it is only when we sleep that we 
dream
And then we all sleep for eternity 



    You Are Not a Unique 
Snowflake

So next time you think you’re a unique 
snowflake
remember we are snowflakes all 
And then when you think you are floating 
remember all snowflakes do is fall 

                          Magnets

We moved forward like a magnetic 
attraction 
But if the magnet faces the other way it’s 
a different reaction 
So it leaves one question that I have 
found
Why oh why did you turn around? 
     
        Counterarts

Opposites attract
But we look for counterparts
I don’t really care 
As long as it’s on account of art
Whether different or similar
You may have my heart
As long as you prove to be
My true counterart 



        Four-faced

I say you’re two-faced
You say the same about me 
So that makes four faces
No wonder we can’t agree

         Paraplegic 

And the one who lies the most
Will forget how to walk
Because the one who only lies
Shouldn’t be allowed to talk 

        No, You Talk First 

You didn’t accost me
So I thought that I would see
But instead of serendipity 
I wrote poetry! 

       Unrequited Agnostic

I used to think God made me for you
But then I had an epiphany
I realised there is no God
And I was made for nobody 



   Individuality 

We are two
We are different 
Me and you
We are cynical
Why we aren’t one
I can’t comprehend
But then I say ‘’because’’
And read the first line again

    Frustrated Artist 

I can’t draw
because in my mind
I see no images
Just words to write

          Spotless Mind 

If one second of a smile from them
Made me forget you for two
Then how many smiles will it take 
For forever erasing you? 



Science vs Art 

Scientific art
Artistic science 
The paintbrush is the heart
The tool is an appliance
Both wonder how things are made
Only one difference is distinct
One is with feeling
And the other one thinks

       Untitled 

Attitude aptitude
Beshrewed pulchritude 
Renewed womanhood 
No-good servitude
Untrue gratitude
Fortuned solitude

  



 
    Insomnia 

And here’s the proof again 
At 1:40am
Should be sleeping
Is writing poems
Just so unknowing
I am showing
My head is floating
I must be going 
       
      Are You Okay?

I’m feeling a bit down today
I should visit the psychiatrist 
My compulsions are getting out of hand
I should go see a therapist
My mind is racing, I should stop
I should go to a psychologist
I mess up everything I do 
I should just not exist 

       Raise Your Voice

To project my voice I will 
This is theatre
Not a silent film 



                  Aspergers? 

 
            Why am I ‘’special’’? 

          What is a gifted child?





Streams
of
Consciousness 

 

   



  Contradiction Addiction 
 
The best things about me are left unsaid
The worst things are what come out 
instead
Head in the clouds, foot in my mouth
Is an odd position to hold
But till I learn to be natural and real
It’s the only position I know 
I interpret myself wrong
I’m both weak an strong
I contradict, go two extremes
There’s no balance, no in-between
Full of love, full of hate
I can be patient but I can’t wait
Misanthrope is what I am
But truly a humanitarian 
I see things so well, though I am blind
I always discover but never find
Both a witty fool and a foolish wit
I can imagine yet never create it 
And through all this I expect art
When all I can see is a figurative heart 

    



     Observations 

The tiles pop and make a sound
like an explosion on the rift
The sand moves and skids and drains yet it 
never sifts
The old man sitting in town
 dangles his leg over the bench
The boy speaks solely about getting wet 
when he could just say drenched 
The girl tells strangers of her problems
when she should speak to her mom
Men that should be at home being fathers 
are out throwing bombs
The man at church speaks nothing of Jesus 
yet always thanks Christ
We all should have morals and beliefs 
but instead we have a vice
And with all I could be doing
I just lie here and deplore 
Because I only focus on these things
and on nothing more 



Sometimes a Dreamer 

Sometimes I sit and ponder
On all the things I dare to wonder 
The lives that I had in another life I had 
And all of the lives that I had before that 
Sometimes I sit and perceive
All the things I dare to believe
That all of what I currently lack is just 
because I am on track
Sometimes I sit and speculate
All the things I dare to create
The words you’re reading and putting in 
your head
Are written because they’re meant to be 
read 



 
 Backfire 

Funny how pleasure resulted in despair
The one who never bothered 
is now the one who cares
And if caring the most means you’re 
powerless
Then power they do not posses 
Funny what they did to amend
Resulted in wanting to quicken their end

  Teen Age 

Perhaps I only hear what I want to hear or 
perhaps I hear what I don’t want to hear 
Or perhaps the inner contradictions have 
ripped me apart unknowingly 
I think I deserve nothing but I feel I deserve 
everything 
They love me but no one will put up with 
me 
I just wish someone would show sympathy
Without making the same disgusted face 
at me 
  
    



 Originality 

I don’t want to speak anymore 
Because all I could say has been said 
before 
I don’t want to draw anymore 
Because all I could draw has been drawn 
before
I don’t want to write anymore 
Because all I could write has been written 
before 
I don’t want to sing anymore
Because all I could sing has been sung 
before 
I don’t want to dream anymore
Because all I could dream has been dreamt 
before
I don’t want to love anymore 
Because the one I love has been loved 
before 
I don’t want to live anymore
Because all I could live has been lived 
before
But there is nothing I can do anymore
Because even death’s been done before 



    Imagination

I need to live in fantasy 
So I can survive reality 
I need to imagine and pretend 
So I don’t slip and offend
My body I have to exit
That way I feel I exist
I’ll be other people as well
So that I can feel most like myself

  This is Not Goth Poetry 
Death is final
Downward spiral
Heading low
So here we go
Six feet under 
Life is plundered 
Dirt over head
Soil is bed
Resting peaceful
In abysmal 
Here you lie
So love, goodbye 



 Sapiosexual 

How poorly we use our words
We say things that don’t deserve to be heard
Friend and end is just a rhyme 
No more me or mine or I’m 
All we look for are lovers and stars 
That’s what they’re called so that’s what they 
are
Better yet is a genius with brilliance 
A genius with social resistance 
A genius with artistic intentions 
Genius with idealistic obsessions 
Genius is a rarely used term 
Because of course it must be earned
No lovers no couples no stars no us
Please just be my genius 

   Nonsense 

Renaissance resistance
Why fight it? Get knighted
Victorian valedictorian
Because school is bloody cool
Medieval cathedral
Get a birch and make a church
Shakespearian delirium 
Life is hard when you’re a bard 
 



Out Of 

I’ve gained back my independence 
Now I can put my own two cents
Everything finally makes sense 
I can think in future tense 
Which I couldn’t do hence 
And no more interference 
No more inference 
No more feeling dense
Liberated from arrogance 
Free from wondering whence 
Cut off from dalliance 
Unchained from begging for a chance
No more obligations to dance 
Am not walking in a trance
 Finally I wear the pants    

        



 Song 

I never wanted to be lost
I never wanted to be found
I only wanted to not be alone 
Like everybody else 
Watering the flowers in my garden
Flowers planted by somebody else
Trying to plant myself among them 
But my roots are not the same 
A pot for my plant
Costs thirty dollars
When my plant just costs three
The soil in it is worth more
than I’ll ever be 
The hummingbird is flying in the rain



        
 List 

People get too comfortable
Scratching names into your skin
The hand of a young girl writing ‘’The 
Velvet Underground’’ on a seat
Dead dog on the street 
Lottery hut 
Sluttiest virgin you’ve ever met 
Loose floorboards
Hot chocolate at funerals 
Mismatched earrings
Mint chocolate chip frozen yogurt
Typewriters bought at thrift stores
Coffee shoppe waitress 



X
His eyes are red but not from crying
Should be living 
Instead he is dying 
Distraction results in concentration
Freedom is manipulation 
Used to stack bricks, now he digs his grave
Because a heavy brick made him cave
Heart in a cage, heart on a shelf
Should take from the world
But takes from himself 
Wanting to hurt
And longing to sin
But the only one he destroyed
Was him 



  Nothing is…. 
Uncertainty is the fashion
A speculation nation!
How fickle we’ve become 
Irresponsibility is our only responsibility 
We are all hedonists though we’re all 
undeserving 
The things we do are really quite 
unnerving 
Run and hide because suicide is the most 
common cause of death
Run and hide because now you’ve got to 
hide from yourself 
In a drought for being about with doubt 
Why live? Why die? 
Why start? Why end? 
We are nothing in nothingness



Sarcastic Weather Commentary
       
Sonnets and Sunsets
What a bright storm this is!
It’s the brightest storm I’ve ever seen! 
It’s a storm of sunshine 
School has been let out 
So you can stay home and hear the birds 
Oh weatherman, oh weatherman
You are always in the right!  



How Many Cups of Coffee? 

In the old painting 
done centuries before I was born
   I see myself 

In the poem
that no one is supposed to get
   I see myself

I have seen this before
I have lived this before
Nothing is shocking
Nothing provokes feeling 

Why is this familiar?

What is age?

How old am I really?

How long have I lived? 

…………………………



Jukebox

Smoke wafting in the air

The sound of The Beatles

But it’s not The Beatles

Smiling faces

Singing mouths

My throat hurts

Is John Lennon looking at me?

It’s getting hot

I should take a photo

This is fun

That’s a cool guitar solo

That one is cool too

And that one 

And that one

And that one 

Hi

Ha ha ha 

Generations over generations 

A generation behind me 

A generation next to me 

Important 

Looking up

The moon is there

It ends

Can I get killed by a drumstick?

Picks can’t fly



 



Violin 
Haiku



 

   Haiku 1

Stradivarius
How I love to play your strings
I would play all day 

  Haiku 2

Up and down bowing 
Then plucking pizzicato
End with double stops 

  Haiku 3

Bach is my master 
Play counterpoint harmonic 
Now in the baroque 

  Haiku 4

Oh how my neck hurts 
Though I have a shoulder rest
Practiced six hours 
   



  



  Haiku 5

Scroll, pegs, fine tuners 
Four strings and a fingerboard
Chin rest and two Fs

  Haiku 6

I play Suzuki
Hopefully one day I will
Play Paganini 

Haiku 7

I have learned to play 
Corelli’s La Folia 
See my recital 

  Haiku 8 

Several players
In a chambre orchestra 
More in symphonic





Miscellaneous 

    



 Coffee Sonnet

The espresso machine beckons a 
call 
The barista moves forward to 
answer
I don’t know what to choose, I 
like it all
The barista glides there like a 
dancer 

Do I want a cappuccino today?
Perhaps I want an espresso 
instead 
Or maybe perhaps I want a latte 
All I can feel is a pain my head

I guess I’ll add in some black 
sugar too
Pay a little extra for my whipped 
cream
Flavor shots sound nice as they 
always do 



The art on the latte looks like a 
dream 

Though I can never choose it’s 
plain to see 
I can’t be a person without coffee

   
           



Self-diagnosing  (PSA) 

You are not crazy 

             It’s okay to feel sad 

Sad ≠ Depression   

  Nerve Everybody feels stress
  Anxi
   ous    Crying is not a breakdown 

                     Happy ≠ Manic
 
Sometimes we don’t want to talk

          Quirks ≠ OCD 

   You are allowed to feel 

         Emotions are human 



 



 (Random lines found on iPhone 
notes and put together)

Take me seriously before I die 
In a white dress playing a violin
Theoretically counting stars to 
infinity
3 years later, I forgot your 
birthday
Monochrome and Monotone 
Love is being someone’s muse 
Rose starry sky 
Under eye circles and flower 
crowns 
I want to prove you wrong and 
prove others right 
Conversations at funerals 
I will die today and live forever 
Crucified heart
There are two kinds of people 
and I am both



Elements 

                                    



You are many things that 
make up a whole  



About 
the 
Author
? 



 
 Dalina Aimee (I) is (am) a 
Puerto Rican English Literature 
student and violinist. She (I) has 
(have) an interest in anything 
related to theatre, coffee, film, art, 
and photography. She (I) was asked 
to write this book by her (my) 
English professor now in her (my) 
first year of university. She (I) both 
takes (take) things too seriously 
and not seriously at all at the same 
time. Currently studying at UPRM 
and working with the musical group 
Guaybaná. 
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